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Real-time insights integrated into real life.
Life happens on the move. That’s why families need constant access to 
real-time, on-the-fly reports and insights. Static, outdated, inaccessible 
information doesn’t work for today’s constantly connected world. 
Through the AtlasFive® app, families now have transparency into their 
investments, holdings, transactions, and documents.

Always in your grip
Monthly and quarterly reports don’t cut it in a world 
where clients need to make quick decisions. The 
AtlasFive app allows users to interact with their 
data in customizable ways. Family members have 
constant transparency that reduces risk and enables 
them to make more informed decisions whenever 
and wherever they are.

Streamlined communication 
Keeping family members engaged and facilitating 
communication is a key responsibility for family 
offices, and the AtlasFive app simplifies the entire 
process. Users can easily message office personnel 
and view all their documents from within the app, 
giving them access to titles, deeds, wills, articles of 
incorporation, and more. 

Instant action
The AtlasFive app gives families the ability to approve 
or reject transactions from anywhere in the world. 
Providing approval for a cash distribution can be 
done instantly from the user’s phone. Whether family 
members need to approve transactions or add a new 
bill to be paid, they can do it all while they’re on the go.

True data
The data clients see in the AtlasFive app is 
refreshed based on your needs: daily, weekly, or 
monthly. This dynamic functionality streamlines 
approvals and simplifies communication between 
the office staff and the family. Omit confusion and 
reporting lags by ensuring family members and 
office staff are on the same page. 



Connectivity reimagined.
The data clients see in the AtlasFive app is accurate and true – it’s 
the same data the family office uses, which streamlines approvals 
and simplifies communication between the office staff and the family. 
Family members enjoy messaging functionality with family office 
personnel and gain insight into their assets as often as they’d like. 
Although data is reconciled daily, clients can choose whether the app is 
reporting on daily, weekly, or monthly data.

The AtlasFive mobile app gives clients 24/7 access to family office 
data and processes. Provide dynamic data and constant connectivity 
to clients and reimagine the value your office provides:

Eton Solutions is a software and services company 
founded to handle the complexities of servicing 
ultra-high-net-worth families. Created by family 
office leaders, Eton Solutions’ flagship product 
is AtlasFive, an integrated platform with over 
$425 billion in assets under administration that 
holistically aggregates and manages all your 
office’s data, reporting, and workflow processes. 
With one source of truth, Eton Solutions leads 
family offices into the future by maximizing 
efficiency and minimizing errors and risk.
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• True Net Worth Refreshed Daily, Weekly, or Monthly
• Instant Governed Approvals with a Click
• Slice-and-Dice Reports for Customized Position Views
• Simplified Communication with Office Staff
• Constant Access to Important Documents

Total access into total data


